**Fibre Optic Patch Leads**

**Features**
- 100% Tested & Certified
- Test results are supplied with every lead
- Every patch lead is tested to below 0.3dB insertion loss
- Each patch lead is serialised for traceability and ISO compliance
- All patch leads are LSZH and patch cord is RoHS compliant
- Fibre connectors are machine polished for consistent quality
- Lifetime Warranty

### 62.5µm OM1 Multimode Leads

**Connectors**
- ST / ST
- ST / SC
- MT / ST
- MT / SC

**Model Code**
- FL-STST-0
- FL-SCTS
- FL-MTST-0
- FL-MTSC-0

**Length**
- 0.5M
- 1M
- 2M
- 3M
- 5M
- 10M

### 50µm OM3 Multimode Leads

**Connectors**
- ST / ST
- ST / SC
- MT / ST
- MT / SC

**Model Code**
- FL-STST50
- FL-SCTS50
- FL-MTST50
- FL-MTSC50

**Length**
- 0.5M
- 1M
- 2M
- 3M
- 5M
- 10M

### 9µm OS1 Single Mode Leads

**Connectors**
- LC / LC
- LC / SC
- MT / MT
- MT / ST

**Model Code**
- FSM-LCSSC
- FSM-LCST
- FSM-MTSC
- FSM-MTST

**Length**
- 50µm
- 50µm
- 50µm

**Cable Colour**
- Beige
- Aqua
- Blue
- Yellow

**Custom & Mode Conditioning Fibre Leads Available on Request**

**Fibre Optic Products**

---

**ALL PATCH LEADS ARE LSZH AND PATCH CORD IS ROHS COMPLIANT**

**EVERY PATCH LEAD IS TESTED TO BELOW 0.3dB INSERTION LOSS**

---

**CUSTOM & MODE CONDITIONING FIBRE LEADS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST**